
Flow of the project 
Below are presented  the key facts concerning Kamil Kur case.

Key factor for client’s decision: Evaluation giving real chances for full ride scholarship.

- Parents of Kamil Kur decided based on this evaluation and black Friday offered finally motivated them to signed an agreement.

- I double checked with Brendon this evaluation and underline in email and what’s up communication that if the chances for full
ride are small, its Better to tell it before signing. I got confirmation that Kamil is good enough for full ride. This opinion I 
presented to Kamil and his parents. 

Below I present email from Brendon:  

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: Re: Kamil Kur - final look
From: Brendon@asmsportsgroup.com
Date: Mon, November 26, 2018 7:06 am
To: robert@asmscholarships.com

Yes we can do a full ride for junior college. He is talented and gets off the ball very well.

Kind regards,

Brendon Williams

Vice President & Director of Placements | ASM SCHOLARSHIPS

PART OF ASM SPORTS GROUP

Facebook | Instagram |

ASM Scholarships, 4512 N Flagler Dr #204, West Palm Beach, FL 33407

Cell: +1 561 344 5201 | www.asmsportsgroup.com | www.asmscholarships.com

After meeting his parents I than checked with Brendon one more time.
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Flow of the project 
Below are presented  the key facts concerning Kamil Kur case.

As a result Kamil Kur signed – he got black Friday offer and possibility to pay in 2 installments. 2nd Installemnt was agreed to be paid after 
first schools show real interests. It was scheduled to happen about 3-4 months since Kamil Kur profile is full and Active  on ASM website.

Following all the training and also advices placed on ASM youtube channel by Chris, Kamil engaged his club, coach, profesional video crew, 
parents and they did really great movie. Kamils was speaking , parents speaking in polish ( so hey added subtitles) and coach also did his 
speach in English. 

Movie is really grate comparing to average movies of other athletes.  Please have a look:

https://www.asmscholarships.com/Kamil-Kur

After signing and Kamil’s payment the whole service was very poor. Without my asking in every few days – nothing 
Happened. Few Times I suggested to Brendon to give this project to some of his less busy persons – but it did not 
happen.

I also suggested this to Chris – assuming than Brandon is overloaded – but again nothing happened. 

As a results – after almost one year from building a profile – there was just fragmentary that one Canadian school 
showed some interest, and than was very short call from Presentation College. 

I informed Chris about very low quality service and false promises given to the client.

Ok Chris,

We speak about first installment ( Kamil got Black Friday offer) 1100 USD.
As I wrote - if we do wrong evaluation, its not my mistake.

I am not telling he wants it now. But he is surprised that for so many months there is no
single and precise feedback.

That is why he doubts in ASM accuracy and expertise.

I explain to him - it's not easy process, but he is watching ASM movies and insta, where
its highlighted that ASM is the best agency.

Now Brendon proposed that 2nd ( last instalment) they can pay when some coach interest will appear,
but still he will be not able to afford to take it if its not full ride.

Guys - you know your job, if the evaluation was too optimistic - it happens - better say it, behave like a man
and not try to escape responsibility.

regards
Robert Samaruk

Dyrektor Zarządzający ASM Scholarships Poland
robert@asmscholarships.com
+48577220334

------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Case Kamil Kur / very important
From: <robert@asmscholarships.com>
Date: Thu, June 13, 2019 11:56 pm
To: "Chris Vidal" <chris@asmsportsgroup.com>
Cc: Brendon@asmsportsgroup.com, john.hern@asmsportsgroup.com
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Flow of the project 

Below are presented  the key facts concerning Kamil Kur case.

Few weeks ago we were informed that JUCO is not offering Full Ride scholarships and the only Chance is some NAIA or d2, but 

There will be partial scholarship. 

To sum up:  crucial issue is that Kamil Kur- client- decided to sign and pay for the service based on the false promises. 

Its serious violation of the basic rules in business and commercial law. 

As a result of ASM misleading and false evaluation, Kamil Kur and his parents lost money, time but also has emotional losses especially in front 
of Kamil’s American Football Club – Wrocław Panthers ( who greatly helped with the movie) 

Summing up all facts, please refund to Kamil his installment. 

Let me juts remind that for the 2nd client- Aleksander Jacek  ( that you agreed to offer a free spot in order to promote ASM in Poland) – you did 
totally zero. It’s another evidence that service you provided is below any level of acceptance. 

Last but not least – you signed polish client – golfer, without informing me and still hiding details of his deal. 

Regards,

Robert Samaruk 

https://www.facebook.com/asmscholarships.poland

